2011 Year-End GCE O-Level Examination Results
S4E Achievements

- *Improved or sustained* % passes in **8** subjects from 2010 to 2011
- **100%** passes in **4** subjects
- *Above national average* % passes in **5** subjects
- *Improved or sustained* % distinctions in **9** subjects from 2010 to 2011
- *Above national average* % distinctions in **5** subjects
- *Improved or sustained* **MSG** in **9** subjects from 2010 to 2011
- Performed *better than target* **MSG** in **6** subjects
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Graph showing comparison between actual (Act) and target (Tgt) values for different subjects.
S5N Achievements

• *Improved or sustained* % passes in 8 subjects from 2010 to 2011
• *100% passes* in 4 subjects
• *Above national average* % passes in 6 subjects
• *Improved* % distinctions in 5 subjects from 2010 to 2011
• *Improved* MSG in 6 subjects from 2010 to 2011
• Performed *better than target* MSG in 4 subjects
S5N % Distinctions Trend

- Chinese: 12% in 2011, 12% in 2010
- Science (Physics, Chemistry): 11% in 2011, 2% in 2010
- Mathematics: 7% in 2011, 6% in 2010
- Malay: 6% in 2011, 5% in 2010
- Principles of Accounts: 5% in 2011, 3% in 2010
S5N % Distinctions Comparison

- CHINESE: School 12, National 12
- ENGLISH LANGUAGE: School 1, National 1
- MATHEMATICS: School 6, National 6
- SCIENCE (PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY): School 8, National 8
- COMBINED HUMANITIES: School 10, National 10
- PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTS: School 7, National 7
- ART: School 5, National 5
- MALAY: School 18, National 18
- DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY: School 16, National 16
- TAMIL: School 14, National 14
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